
Subject: Re: Dragon Ball ended at Shonen Jump #25
Posted by Anonymous on Sat, 16 Jun 2018 20:46:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: GSDBAleph

On Friday, June 2, 1995 at 2:00:00 AM UTC-5, Steven Michael Wallace wrote:
>  In article <3qm8tq$1fr@adelbert11.Stanford.EDU> button@leland.Stanford.EDU (Fuu Hououji)
writes:
>  
>>> Toriyama's already restarted Dr. Slump.  It's been running for some time in
>>> V-Jump, along with his other current series, "Go! Go! Ackman".  It's not
>>> that bad, actually ...
>  
>>   If I remember correctly, Toriyama isn't drawing the restarted Dr. Slump.
>> I think it was one of the DBZ animators that is drawing it, but the
>> stories are looked over by Tori-sa or something like that.
>  
>  Interesting...
>  Given Dragonball's popularity in many circles
>  and given some fanatics don't want it to end
>  (not fans--the merchandisers)
>  What do you think Dragonball's chances are of receiving the same treatment, 
>  supposing Hououji-san's memories are correct?
>  
>  Also, how is Dr. Slump, anyhow?  I keep seeing that blue-haired girl with a 
>  zillion inventions that rival Capsule.  Who is she?
>  
>  Steve Wallace
>  A sig soon.  Working on it!

Man, this thread hasn't been touched in 23 years! It's strange seeing all these old fans discussing
a lot of the things we have answers for now and discussing old dubs, fan translations, theories,
and alternative ways of getting their DB fix. Just wanted to leave something here.

Subject: Re: Dragon Ball ended at Shonen Jump #25
Posted by Anonymous on Tue, 02 Jul 2019 00:53:29 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: mattia.baracetti2000

Il giorno sabato 16 giugno 2018 22:46:17 UTC+2, GSDBAleph ha scritto:
>  On Friday, June 2, 1995 at 2:00:00 AM UTC-5, Steven Michael Wallace wrote:
>>  In article <3qm8tq$1fr@adelbert11.Stanford.EDU> button@leland.Stanford.EDU (Fuu
Hououji) writes:
>>  
>>>> Toriyama's already restarted Dr. Slump.  It's been running for some time in
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>>>> V-Jump, along with his other current series, "Go! Go! Ackman".  It's not
>>>> that bad, actually ...
>>  
>>>   If I remember correctly, Toriyama isn't drawing the restarted Dr. Slump.
>>> I think it was one of the DBZ animators that is drawing it, but the
>>> stories are looked over by Tori-sa or something like that.
>>  
>>  Interesting...
>>  Given Dragonball's popularity in many circles
>>  and given some fanatics don't want it to end
>>  (not fans--the merchandisers)
>>  What do you think Dragonball's chances are of receiving the same treatment, 
>>  supposing Hououji-san's memories are correct?
>>  
>>  Also, how is Dr. Slump, anyhow?  I keep seeing that blue-haired girl with a 
>>  zillion inventions that rival Capsule.  Who is she?
>>  
>>  Steve Wallace
>>  A sig soon.  Working on it!
>  
>  Man, this thread hasn't been touched in 23 years! It's strange seeing all these old fans
discussing a lot of the things we have answers for now and discussing old dubs, fan translations,
theories, and alternative ways of getting their DB fix. Just wanted to leave something here.

Gosh, this is a real time machine
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